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Pronunciation Classes
begin April 20

Volunteer for National Lab Day

Opportunities for Postdocs

The NPA now has a Web page featuring special opportunities for postdocs. Be sure to scroll down to see everything!

Follow this link...

NPA is on Facebook.

Just search for the National Postdoctoral Association and become a fan!

Announcing the NPA Credit Card

You asked for it, and you got it!

Support the NPA by using the new NPA credit card. Receive a 0% introductory rate, plus when you make your first purchase, Capital One Card Lab Connect will make a $50 donation to the NPA. Read more...

The UC-Davis Center for Entrepreneurship presents the Green Technology Entrepreneurship Academy

The Green Technology Entrepreneurship Academy (GTEA) will take place June 28-July 2, 2010, at the Tahoe Center for Environmental Science in Lake Tahoe, Nevada. The theme of the academy is "Moving Sustainable Technologies Out of the Lab and into the World." The GTEA is designed for science and engineering graduate students, postdocs, and faculty working on green technology research who want to explore the commerical applications of their research. Accepted applicants receive fellowships to cover room, board and tuition. There is a $150 registration fee upon acceptance. Apply online by May 14, 2010.

Sponsored by Nevada Institute for Renewable Energy (NIREC), Chevron, PG&E and Superfund Research Program. Presented by the UC Davis Center for Entrepreneurship.

NPA Members Save 50% on American English Pronunciation Classes; Classes begin April 20

VocalEase is offering members of the National Postdoctoral Association ONE-HALF OFF the price of its American English Pronunciation classes. This is a ONE-TIME ONLY discount and registration is now open. Classes begin April 20.

These six-week, live, online classes are designed for non-native speakers. There are two one-hour classes each week, and the classes include video and audio. Read more...

Volunteer for National Lab Day

National Lab Day is officially on May 12, but participation is ongoing. It's a great way to promote the value of scientific research to the public. The NPA encourages its members and friends to volunteer. Read more...
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